
SPB 360 
Comfort

PLASTIC SPIRAL PUNCH & BIND

SPB 360 

Manual Punch with Electric
Inserting Unit for Plastic Spiral
OFFICE LINE
A new generation of punch and binding machines
for plastic spiral with integrated spiral cutting
and crimping.
The SPB 360 is a manually operated punch machine designed to
create a more effi cient workfl ow for plastic spiral binding. An electric
insertion unit allows for easy alignment of plastic spiral into
pre-punched books and then perfectly cuts and crimps the spiral ends.
The unit accommodates plastic spiral widths of up to 20 mm and
can punch up to 20 sheets per cycle. Vertical punching allows for
precise punching and sheet alignment. With a fast and easy change,
the SPB 360 can be upgraded from a manual punching machine
to a combined electric punch and electrical spiral inserting machine
(SPB 360 Comfort) with the addition of a modular comfort drive
unit. The SPB 360 has a working width of 14.2” and can bind
up to 5/8” in thickness. The SPB 360 desktop unit measures
14.2” x 19.2” x 9.8”.on wheels and can easily pass through
standard doorways.

Electric Punch with Electric
Inserting Unit for Plastic Spiral

OFFICE LINE
Create higher effi ciency in the workfl ow

process with the electric punch and electric
inserting unit.

The SPB 360 Comfort creates an even more effi cient workfl ow
with electric punching and an electric inserting unit. The

punching cycle is activated by pressing a comfortable foot
pedal.The electric insertion unit allows for easy insertion

of plastic spiral into pre-punched books and then
perfectly cuts and crimps the spiral ends. The unit

accommodates plastic spiral widths of up to 20 mm and
can punch up to 20 sheets per cycle. Vertical punching

allows for precise punching and sheet alignment. The
SPB 360 Comfort has a working width of 14.2” and can bind

up to 5/8” in thickness.
The SPB 360 Comfort desktop unit measures

17.3” x 19.2” x 9.8”. RENZ offers a full line of plastic spirals available
in a variety of colors.

The SPB 360 machines are made in 
Germany and are engineered of
quality heavy gauge metals.


